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Lifestyle & Sports
citruS fruit brightenS wintry garDenS

banana yellOw (42)

By Tony Tomeo

UNITED STATES—Chilled
lemonade certainly is nice
when the weather gets warm
during summer. Orange juice
also seems to be more appropriate to warm weather. In
fact, most citrus fruit seems to
be more summery than wintery. Yet, most of it ripens
through winter. Mandarin oranges are more perishable than
most other citrus fruit, so are
best long before warmer weather.
Citrus trees are defiantly
contrary to the deciduous fruit
trees that produce fruits of
spring and summer. Not only
does their fruit ripen during
opposite seasons, but they also
prefer pruning during opposite
seasons. Many need no pruning
or only minor grooming as
they age. Any necessary pruning should happen after the last
cool or frosty weather of winter.
Citrus fruit is not as perishable as spring and summer
fruit are. Mandarin oranges
oxidize within a month or so
only because their rind is so
loose. Other citrus fruit remains fresh in the garden for
months, even thru warm
weather. Some actually improves with a bit of aging. For
fruit that lingers late, vermin

Mandarin oranges are the earliest citrus.
are more likely to be a problem
than deterioration.
Citrus fruit is much more accommodating than summer
fruit.
Slow deterioration is a major
advantage for such abundant
citrus fruit. There is less rush
to collect more after collecting
too much. For more sporadic
production, many cultivars of
citrus bloom sporadically prior to and after their primary
season. ‘Eureka’ lemon is not
too overwhelmingly productive in season, but before and
after, provides a few more
lemons.
Citrus fruit are remarkably
diverse. Many are best simply
for fresh eating. Many are better for juicing. Some are best
for other culinary applications.

Mandarin oranges and oranges
are basically sweet. Lemons
and limes are basically sour.
Grapefruits are basically bitter.
Citrus fruit exhibits a prevalence within combination of
these three basic flavor elements.
Citrus trees are as variable as
the citrus fruit that they provide. Almost all are dwarf trees,
which stay more compact than
standard orchard trees. However, ‘Eureka’ lemon, ‘Marsh’
grapefruit and ‘Sanguinelli’
blood orange can eventually get
as big as small shade trees.
‘Meyer’ lemon, kumquats and
most Mandarin oranges remain much lower and shrubbier. Some are thornier than
others.
Highlight: Mandarin Orange

Mandarin orange, Citrus
reticulata, and nuts are some of
the more traditional goodies for
Christmas stockings. In Northern Europe centuries ago, nuts
from the Americas were still exotic treats. The availability of
perishable citrus fruits from
Mediterranean regions relied
on expensively efficient shipping. Consequently, citrus
fruits were almost like delicacies. Even when shipping was
slow, Mandarin oranges ripened
in time to arrive by Christmas.
However, they needed fast shipping because they are more perishable than other citrus. They
are innately more prone to oxidation because their rind and
segments fit so loosely together. Of course, that is why they
are so delightfully easy to peel,
pull apart and share.
Mandarin oranges are smaller, more oblate, brighter orange, but also more variable
than common sweet oranges.
Among their many cultivars,
their smaller leaves and thorniness are likewise variable. Very
few very old trees grow taller
than 15 feet. Tangerines are
merely barely genetically distinct Mandarin oranges that developed within the Americas.
Tony Tomeo can be contacted at tonytomeo.com.

new MeDicare turning-65 enrOlling rule!
By Toni King

UNITED STATES—Toni, I have
a quite different Medicare problem concerning how to enroll
in Medicare than any enrollment problem that I have read
in your Medicare column. I
understand from an email a
friend
received
from
Medicare.gov that starting January 1, there are new turning
65 Medicare enrollment rules.
I have rheumatoid arthritis
and my prescriptions are expensive. I turn 65 on February
20 and need my Medicare to begin May 1. My husband is retiring and losing his company
benefits effective May 1.
I am a non-working spouse
and do not have enough work
quarters to receive Medicare on
my own. I do not know how to
apply using my husband’s
Medicare benefits. What do I
do? Mary Ann, Oakland, CA.
Mary Ann: It is so especially
important to plan to be sure
that you are enrolling in
Medicare correctly. (Chapter
1 of my Medicare Survival
Guide Advanced edition explains enrolling in Medicare in
detail.)
Mary Ann because you are
short the 40 quarters of working and paying taxes to qualify under your Social Security
number for your Medicare, you
will have to qualify under your
husband’s Social Security num-

New Medicare enrollment changes are happening.
ber for your Medicare to begin
if he has the 40 quarters to
qualify.
Call your local Social Security office or Social Security’s
main 800 # at 1/800-772-1213
to arrange an appointment either over the phone or at a local Social Security office and
ask how to apply under your
husband’s work record. You
will need an “original” certified
marriage license to show Social
Security that you are currently married.
Set up a www.ssa.gov account prior to talking with a
Social Security representative.
Social Security may want you
to enroll in Medicare online by
visiting www.ssa.gov/benefits
/medicare or go online and
enroll in Medicare when talking with the representative
that is guiding you through
this process. With you being
short 40 work quarters, the
process is a little bit compli-

cated, than when someone is
turning 65 and applying using
their own benefits.
On November 17,2022,
Medicare did send out an email
saying that there are changes to
enrolling in Medicare when
turning 65 beginning January
1, 2023. Medicare’s Initial Enrollment Period (IEP) is the 7month period which occurs 3
months before turning 65, the
month you turn 65 and 3
months after turning 65.
Below is a summary of the
Medicare Initial Enrollment
Period 7-month timeline
schedule:
-If enrolling anytime 3
months before turning 65, your
Medicare begins the first day of
the month you turn 65. Since
you, Mary Ann will turn 65 on
February 20, you can enroll in
Medicare Parts A and/or B in
November, December, or January (3 months prior) for a February 1st effective date.

-If enrolling the month, you
turn 65, then Medicare will
begin the 1st of the next
month. Mary Ann, you can enroll in February; and your
Medicare will begin March 1st.
-If enrolling 1 month after
you turn 65, your Medicare
will begin 1st of the next
month. Mary Ann enrolls in
March; her Medicare begins
April 1st.
-If enrolling 2 months after
you turn 65, your Medicare
will begin the next month.
Mary Ann enrolls in April; her
Medicare will begin May1st
-If enrolling 3 months after
you turn 65, your Medicare
will begin the next month.
Mary Ann enrolls in May (3
months after the month you
turn 65); her Medicare will begin June 1st.
Mary Ann, since you want
your Medicare to begin May 1st,
I would advise you to enroll in
Medicare in April and that is
when you would want to schedule your appointment with Social Security to explain your enrollment situation of not having enough quarters.
Visit www.seniorresource.
com/ medicare-moments to
listen to Toni’s Medicare Moments podcast. Email Medicare
questions to info@tonisays.com
or call 832/519-8664.

King Of SOccer, Pelé, DeaD at 82
By Lacy Green

SAO PAULO— Brazilian soccer
legend, Pelé, who’s won three
world cups and became the first
soccer icon of the world, died in
São Paulo, Brazil on Thursday,
December 29, at the age of 82.
Pelé had been undergoing
medical treatment for colon cancer since September 2021. He
was first hospitalized in late November at Hospitalita Israelita Albert Einstein in São Paulo, following a respiratory infection
and complications related to
colon cancer.
Albert Einstein hospital released a statement on Wednesday,
December 21 that Pele’s condition had worsened and his colon
cancer had progressed. Pelé spent
Christmas bed-ridden at the hospital with his family, then died on
Thursday due to “kidney and
cardiac dysfunctions” as a result
of the cancer.
Pelé, born Edson Arantes do
Nascimento in Oct. 23, 1940, in
the small city of Tres Coracoes,
left a legacy that amassed him as
one of the greatest and most celebrated athletes of all-time. In his
21-year career, Pelé won three
World Cup tournaments (an unmatched record still to this day)
for Brazil and 10 league titles
with his Brazilian club team,
Santos FC. By 34, he came out of
retirement for a $1.67- milliona-year contract to join the New
York Cosmos of the North American Soccer League. He championed the Cosmos to the 1977
North American Soccer League
championship title and scored 64
goals in three seasons. In his career, Pelé scored 1,283 goals in
1,367 professional matches, including 77 goals for the Brazil-

Pelé.
ian national team. He brought international attention and status
to Brazil and gave soccer a higher profile in North America.
Pelé signed his first contract
with a junior team when he was
14, and was later transferred to
Santos FC at 15. By 16, he made
his debut on the Brazilian national team in July 1957. It wasn’t until he played for Brazil in
the 1958 World Cup in Sweden,
at the age of 17, that he gained
global recognition. He scored
six goals throughout the tournament, three against France
in the semi-final and two in the
final, cementing their 5-2 victory over Sweden, and Brazil’s first
World Cup win in history. It was
at this moment Pelé emerged as
a star for Brazil, and remained
that way until his death. He
continued on to eventually play
in the Brazilian teams that won
the World Cup in 1962 and 1970.
Brazil’s 1958 World Cup win is
also credited in debuting Brazilian style soccer to the world. Prior, most players for European

teams rarely stepped out of their
designated areas during play.
Brazil, on the other hand,
showed a different line of artistic defense: midfielders behaved
like wingers, the forwards often
switched sides and the outside
fullbacks would sometimes join
in the attack. Pelé and the Brazilian team challenged opponents
like no other and inspired much
of the excitement the sport provides onlookers with today. This
style personified the Portuguese
term “O Jogo Bonito”, or “the
beautiful game,” a phrase Pelé
coined in the title of his 1977 autobiography “My Life and The
Beautiful Game,” and a phrase
still used in soccer today.
Beyond soccer, Pelé was a
bright personality, a politician –
Brazil’s Extraordinary Minister
for Sport – a wealthy businessman, an ambassador for UNESCO and the United Nations,
and a figure of national unity for
his country, who believed in the
power of soccer to connect people across race, class and na-

tionality.
Pelé’s mastery of the beautiful
game even unified and brought
momentary peace to a Nigerian
civil war. In 1967, when Santos
arrived in Nigeria to play the
Nigerian national team, the
Green Eagles, at Lagos City Stadium, both warring factions decided on a 48 hour cease-fire in
order to watch the game.
Following his passing, many of
today’s soccer stars and celebrities took to social media to express their respect to the legend:
French soccer superstar Kylian
Mbappe wrote, “The king of football has left us but his legacy will
never be forgotten.” Argentinian
soccer great and 2022 World
Cup winner, Lionel Messi posted
a photo with Pelé captioned,
“Rest in Peace.”
Brazilian footballer Neymar
Jr. wrote on Instagram, “I would
say before Pelé, football was just
a sport. Pelé has changed it all.
He turned football into art, into
entertainment. Gave voice to
the poor, blacks and mostly:
Gave visibility to Brazil. Soccer
and Brazil have raised their status thanks to the King! He’s
gone but his magic remains!
Pele Forever!”
“Inspiration and love marked
the journey of King Pelé, who
peacefully passed away today. In
his journey, Edson charmed
everyone with his brilliance in
sport, stopped a war, performed
social work around the world,
and spread what he most believed
to be the cure to all our problems: love,” a statement read on
his Instagram account on December 29.

By Grady Miller

UNITED STATES—“Oh, I understand. You’re a leaf in the
wind…” The comforting sound
of typewriter keys hitting the
rubbed cylinder spread out
from neighboring offices. The
airy space, lit by milk glass
globes, hanging from chains,
was full of desks and blueprints for a bright and shining
future.
“You’re stubborn. It’s cost
you in the past, your stubbornness.”
“I know what’s mine and
was paid for by sacrifice and
toil.”
“I wouldn’t give a thousand
lempiras for that place of
yours,” said Cesar.
“You don’t know what it’s
worth!”
“Bananas can’t grow there.”
“You’re wrong, Lucas Lucatero, you’re not being
straight with me.”
Lucas Lucatero felt like
somebody being interrogated
by the police over and over until they finally become an accomplice in telling them what
they want to hear. This accomplished by saying the same
thing. Over and over. Laying in
wait to trip him up. He couldn’t believe that they were being
so hard-headed. They thought
they were going to soften him,
but no way. Couldn’t they understand Spanish?
“I am not selling. My answer
is no,” he looked at the steadily, calmly.
“Well then let’s all go home.
And back to our spouses.”
They started heading toward
the door and put on their hats.
“Wait. Wait. Wait,” said the
gringo.
Lucas gazed at him and said,
“What is it that you don’t understand about the word no?”
The agent for Allied Fruit had

Unabashedly banana yellow against a field of green.
no more patience, but you
wouldn’t have known it by his
voice. That’s the thing with
the gringos, they cover it up so
well. Even when you know
what they’re thinking you can’t
know what they’re thinking.
“Give me a moment,” the
gringo spoke, his Spanish
thickened by English pronunciation. “You’re not fooling
anybody. Everybody knows you
have good land. Even though
part of it is too alkaline for
growing bananas.”
“How do you know that? Do
you have a soil chemist snooping around.”
“I’m just telling you what we
know, Mr. Lucatero. The fact is
we’re going to go the distance
with you. We’re willing to pay
you fifty thousand lempiras.
That’s twenty-five thousand
dollars. Villalpando explained,
we’ll pay a good price for your
livestock. The Company has
use of lots of meat. I wonder
how that sounds to you.”
“You have heard me. Do you
not have ears,” said Lucas Lucatero. “I am not selling. Have
your way.”
“We can raise our offer to
seventy-thousand lempiras, out
of respect to all the generations
of your family, the sweat and

toil that went into this. And this
money we are offering you can
be an inheritance for your children.”
He stood and left the room.
The face of Lucas Lucatero,
revealed this man’s doubts and
suddenly a hairline crack could
be seen in his determination to
not sell to the company was
weakening. The gringo’s arguments were getting under
his skin. Lucas Lucatero had
nothing against advancing the
fortunes of the nation. He did
not see the connection between between selling his land
to a foreign company and the
fortunes of the nation. Quite
the opposite. He looked like a
deer is surrounded by wild
dogs, and the prey kept at him
he jabbed the horse, but the
dogs wouldn’t let him go. And
in the end they tore off all the
flesh and trotted away dragged
the deer’s intestine. Lucatero
already seemed willing to cave
in before the implacable persistence of these Company
many to get him to sacrifice his
inheritance.
The lawyer now, Villalpando,
appealed to his reason: “Let’s be
reasonable.”
“Reasonable…reasonable,”
said Lucatero. “Tell me the

truth. Or have you forgotten
the truth. You are trapped,
too, the Company is doing
things to you, even if you don’t
know it. The Company has a life
of its own when all its activities
fuse together and suddenly it
exerts its imperviousness and
autonomy. It is quite horrible
and beautiful. So help me G-d.”
“I’ll give you a moment to
calm down.”
He picked up a sheaf of papers and a gold-tipped fountain
pen. “Sign here and we’ll move
forward.”
Lucas Lucatero remained
immaculately still. A tremendous battle waged within him.
He looked at the sales documents, already prepared with
his name, he looked at the pen
and the deeply green eyes of the
gringo. There were his friends
present, too, but he refused to
take the definitive step.
It was the same gauntlet
that so many others before
had endured.
Castillo, the other landowner, chimed in, “Sign it…Like
we did.”
Then Galvez commented,
“Remember you’re doing it for
progress of the nation.”
“I’ve answered that, I’ve answered that before. I’m not
going to answer that again.”
He raised his head high and
proud, with nobility and rebellion. This signaled the death
of indecision: Lucatero knew
where he stood and exclaimed:
“I’m not selling. I wouldn’t
sell for all rice In China, coffee
in Colombia, all the dollars in
Uncle Sam’s coffers.”
To be continued…
Graydon Miller is the Wizard
of Fiction. His latest story collection, “Watsonville Stories,”
can be browsed on Amazon.

are the lOS angeleS raMS heaDing fOr a rebuilD?
By Staff

UNITED STATES—The Los Angeles Rams reached the summit
of the NFL in the 2021 season by
beating the Cincinnati Bengals
in the Super Bowl. Matthew
Stafford orchestrated a fourthquarter comeback to knock off
the Bengals and Joe Burrow under the spotlight to win the
Vince Lombardi Trophy for the
first time in his career and secure the Rams’ first crown since
1999.
You would have to go back 18
years to find the last team to successfully defend the Super Bowl
in the 2004 New England Patriots ahead of the 2022 campaign,
but optimism was high in Los
Angeles after Aaron Donald dispelled suggestions that he was
going to retire, and the roster returned almost every key player
outside of Von Miller, who signed
a huge deal with the Buffalo
Bills.
The Bills became the leading
contenders for the Super Bowl
after the move, and their win
over the Rams in the first game
of the season seemed to usher in
a passing of the torch, proving
history right again in the difficulty of winning back-to-back
crowns. Buffalo remain the favorites with Caesars Sportsbook
to win the Super Bowl, displaying all the key credentials that
the Rams showed in 2021 and
failed to deliver in 2022.

The Los Angeles Rams need a massive overhaul.
The Future Of McVay
Despite their talent, Sean McVay’s men have failed to compete
over the course of the campaign
due to a lack of form and injuries
on the field. The future of the
Rams now looks uncertain to say
the least regarding several key
players along with McVay, who
has been linked with a move to
television.
Losing McVay would be a massive blow for the franchise that
took a huge decision to gamble
on making him the youngest
coach in NFL history. It is a
move that worked out brilliantly for both McVay and the Rams,
winning one Super Bowl and
reaching another in the 2018
campaign. Before his arrival,
Los Angeles put forward a meek
offense that seem entrenched in
a bygone era of the NFL.
McVay revolutionized their
attack, bringing new methods
and excitement to their play to

echo memories of the ‘greatest
show on turf’. Los Angeles were
not only thrilling to watch, but
also managed to turn those performances into victories on the
field. It eventually resulted in the
ultimate triumph on home turf
at SoFi Stadium.
Further Departures?
If the Rams are unable to retain the services of their head
coach, it could signal the end of
an era, which may prompt further departures. Donald was
tempted back by the prospect of
a further ring, but he has nothing more to prove after a stellar
career at the top, with his place
in the Hall of Fame secured. The
31-year-old may not want to put
his body through the rigors of
continued NFL seasons if the
Rams cannot compete at the
top.
The same can be said for
Stafford, who suffered a back injury to cut short his season after

nine games. Stafford came to Los
Angeles to win a Super Bowl and
has achieved his goal. He may
choose to ride off into the sunset to preserve his health for the
long term after taking his fair
share of hits in his 13-year career, although he has insisted
that is not retiring for now.
Los Angeles other key players
in their run to the crown are also
approaching the second halves of
their career. Jalen Ramsey remains a stud cornerback, but at
the age of 28, the Rams could see
him as a valuable asset to gain
draft picks to trade him to a contender.
Cooper Kupp produced one of
the greatest seasons ever by a
wideout in 2021, but the injuries loomed large in 2022 to
stymie his production. Kupp is
not going to get better at the age
of 29 and the prospect of starting again with a new quarterback
and coach might just convince
him that his future is away from
the franchise.
Reaching the top of the NFL
again was a 23-year journey for
the Rams, but the plummet towards the bottom has potentially begun in earnest. The 2023
off-season could be the biggest in
six years for the franchise. It
could be just the start of a rebuild to turn the Rams back
into contenders.

PittSburgh PantherS uPSetS ucla in Sun bOwl
By Christopher Floch

EL PASO, TX—With 34 seconds
left in the Sun Bowl and the
Bruins clinging to a one-point
lead, the University of Pittsburgh kicked a game winning
47-yard field goal on the final
play of the game. UCLA suffered
a 37-35 loss to the Pittsburgh
Panthers in the Sun Bowl on
Friday, December 30.
UCLA Quarterback Dorian
Thompson-Robinson ended his
career on a sour note. DTR
sustained an injury in the second half forcing him to leave
the game. Although the Bruins
allowed Pittsburgh to score 20
unanswered points in the second half, UCLA rallied behind
backup quarterback Ethan Garbers.
Garbers and UCLA summoned the will to score a
touchdown in the final two
minutes.
Taking over at its own 30yard line with 2:01 to go, UCLA
scored in eight plays. Garbers
completed two of three passes,
including a 14-yarder to Jake
Bobo, and freshman T.J. Harden who cut outside for an eightyard touchdown run that gave
the Bruins a 35-34 advantage
with 34 seconds left.

UCLA Quarterback Dorian Thompson -Robinson
played his final college game on Friday, December
30. Photo by Michael C. Floch.
All UCLA’s defense needed to
do was come up with one final
stop. The Bruins made a controversial decision rushing only
three defenders on Pittsburgh’s
final offensive series. The Panthers started at their own 25yard line with 34 seconds left
and no timeouts, the Bruins
secondary came up short and
the Panthers got into fieldgoal range.
Nick Patti, Pittsburgh’s backup quarterback, found holes
even with all the extra defensive
backs dropping into coverage
with the hope of protecting

the Bruins’ 35-34 lead. He completed one pass for 18 yards.
And the final drive of both
team’s season continued. Patti
the fifth-year senior tucked the
ball in his arm and took off running, gaining 11 more yards to
the UCLA 29 with 10 seconds
left.
Had UCLA been able to bring
down Patti before he reached
the first down marker, time
would have expired since Pitt
had no timeouts remaining.
UCLA QB Thompson-Robinson completed 16 of 24 passes
for 271 yards and two touch-

downs with three picks – and
ran for 15 yards and a score –
before getting knocked out of
the game with an injury.
Everything from the pregame skirmish, endless trash
talking and chippy play, this
contest had the feeling and bad
blood of a bitter longstanding
rivalry. There was no love lost
between the Bruins and the
University of Pittsburgh.
Bruins fans are angry and distraught by the Sun Bowl outcome, as well as dropping three
of their final four games. UCLA
had their best season since
2014 when they won the Alamo
Bowl.
Posting a final mark of (9-4),
the Bruins and Head Coach
Chip Kelly have made tremendous strides for the program,
and the future looks bright for
the program moving forward.
DTR will go down as one of
the greatest quarterbacks in
UCLA history. His passion, intelligence and his love of the
game will be sorely missed in
Bruins Nation. UCLA will look
forward to 2023 and a move to
the Big 10.

